
§ 9-13-25. Duties.

The court reporter shall attend each session of the court of the district for which he

was appointed, from day to day, and unless  the same be waived, shall take, under the control

of the judge or chancellor full and complete notes, stenographically (and may use  recording

machines in aid thereof) of all the oral evidence and other oral proceedings, except

arguments of counsel, in each case,  civil and criminal, tried therein upon an issue of facts

and, in any other matter or in any other case that the judge or chancellor may  especially

direct. He shall carefully note the order in which the evidence, both oral and written, is

introduced, and by whom it is  introduced, giving the name of each witness, and identifying

each deposition, exhibit made, or other item of evidence or matter of  proceedings by words

or figures of description, and he shall carefully note oral motions and all objections of

counsel and rulings of  the court made during the trial, in the order in which the same shall

occur. And, upon request of any party, he shall, within the time  required by the Mississippi

Supreme Court Rules, or from the time of the demand, if made after the trial, neatly write out

in  typewriting a complete copy of his stenographic notes as taken therein or he shall neatly

write out in typewriting a complete copy of all matters recorded on the recording machine

with a caption showing the style of the case, its number, the court in which it  was tried, and

when tried, and shall affix thereto a suitable index, and shall certify, sign, and file the same

in the office of the clerk  of the court in which the case was tried; and he shall preserve his

stenographic notes or his tape or record made by said recording  machine in each case in

which an appeal is taken, as a record of his office. If a party demand the writing out of the

court  reporter's notes for any other than the bona fide purpose of perfecting an appeal, he

shall pay the court reporter in advance  Twenty-five Cents (25›) per hundred words for the

same, but such work shall not delay the preparation of records for appeals.  The court

reporter shall serve in all habeas corpus and other matters which are heard in vacation, by

agreement or otherwise, in  the county of residence of the judge or chancellor. The court is

authorized to purchase recording machines for the use of the court  reporter, the cost of

which shall be allocated to each county in the district according to the weeks of court held

in each county.  Any recording machine purchased for this purpose shall be of such quality

as to accurately take and preserve all notes and  records herein required to be made and

preserved.  

COSTS:  

§ 11-53-13. Security for costs shall not be required in certain suits.

Neither the state, nor any county, city, town, or village, nor any state board, nor any

state,  county, city, town, or village officer, suing in his official character, shall be required

to pay  costs before commencing a suit, nor to give security for costs before or after the

commencement of a suit.  



§ 25-7-89. Fee for transcript of testimony and exhibits to testimony, or copy of such

 transcript and exhibits.

Each court reporter shall receive Two Dollars ($2.00) per page for each transcript of

testimony and exhibits to the testimony, or copy of such transcript and exhibits, which shall

be  taxed as costs to each party or individual who may obtain such transcript or copy thereof.

The court reporter shall file with the clerk an original and one (1) copy of the transcript,

together  with all exhibits to the testimony, for which copy no charge shall be made.  

§ 11-51-69. Prepayment for costs certified on transcript.

 When prepayment for costs shall be made with a clerk, he shall certify the fact on the

transcript of the record, and immediately pay the costs of the court reporter. When the  case

shall be determined, if costs be adjudged against the appellant, the clerk shall pay the

remaining costs out of the money so deposited, and shall deliver the residue of the money,

or  all of it if costs be not adjudged against such party, to the party entitled to it; and for any

failure thereof he shall be liable to be dealt with by the supreme court, or the court of which

he is clerk, for a contempt.   

§ 25-7-89. Fee for transcript of testimony and exhibits to testimony, or copy of such

 transcript and exhibits.

Each court reporter shall receive Two Dollars ($2.00) per page for each transcript of

testimony and exhibits to the testimony, or copy of such transcript and exhibits, which shall

be  taxed as costs to each party or individual who may obtain such transcript or copy thereof.

The court reporter shall file with the clerk an original and one (1) copy of the transcript,

together  with all exhibits to the testimony, for which copy no charge shall be made.  

§ 9-3-25. Old records; how dealt with.

The Supreme Court of the state of Mississippi is authorized to require its clerk, by

order to  that effect entered on its minutes, to destroy the transcript of the record, briefs of

counsel, and  related documents in any case appealed to it from a lower court after the

expiration of five  years from the rendition of the final judgment in the case by the Supreme

Court. Before destroying such records the clerk of the supreme court shall advise the director

of the  department of archives and history of the contemplated destruction of the records, and,

if the  director of the department of archives and history shall so desire, the records, or such

of them  as he may desire, shall not be destroyed, but shall be immediately delivered to him

for  preservation in his office.  

The transcripts of all existing records, briefs of counsel, and all other related

documents,  which the said clerk is not authorized to destroy, shall be collected by said clerk,

under the  direction of the Supreme Court, shall be cleaned, organized, and placed in shelves

or files with  adequate identifications of such records, and shall be maintained by the clerk

in a place or  places accessible to lawyers, judges and the general public, and in a manner



best suited to  their preservation. The capitol commission shall provide additional adequate

and proper space  for the storage of all such records, which in the opinion of the supreme

court cannot be stored  conveniently and efficiently in the clerk's record storage room of the

new capitol adjoining the  courtroom.  



Pursuant to your inquiry, please see MCA Sec. 9-7-128

§ 9-7-128. Disposal and destruction of certain case files and loose records;

electronic storage of certain files, records and documents.

(1) Where there is no requirement for a permanent record to be made, the clerk, upon

order of the court, may dispose of and destroy all case files of the circuit or county court
which have been in existence for ten (10) years or which have been reduced to judgment
and that judgment satisfied and cancelled. The clerk may also dispose of and destroy any
loose records not required by law to be kept as permanent records after a period of ten
(10) years. No records, however, may be destroyed without the approval of the Director
of the Department of Archives and History. 

(2)  The files, record and other documents described herein may, upon order of the court

in accordance with the provisions of this section, be electronically stored for
convenience and efficiency in storage. The electronic storage of documents, for purposes
of this section, shall have the same meaning as set forth in Section 9-1-51. In those
counties electing to store files, records and documents by means of electronic storage,
the following described case files shall be electronically stored after the time periods
described below have elapsed: 

(a) Cases in county criminal or civil court which have been dismissed or in which a

judgment has been entered at least three (3) years prior to the date upon which they are
electronically stored; and 

(b) Cases in circuit, criminal or civil court which have been dismissed or in which a

judgment has been entered at least five (5) years prior to the date upon which they are
electronically stored. 



(3) Nothing in this section shall serve as authority to destroy any docket book, minute

book, issue docket, subpoena docket, witness docket book, execution docket book, voter

registration book, marriage record book, trial order, abstract of judgment, judgment roll,

criminal file where an indictment was returned and the defendant convicted if the file is
not at least twenty (20) years old, habeas corpus docket, preliminary hearing docket or
Court of Appeals or Supreme Court appeals docket. 


